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On Dyson’s Lemma.

CARLO VIOLA

Dedicated to the memory
of Aldo Andreotti

I. - Introduction.

I.1. A classical problem in Diophantine approximation is the search

for rational approximations to algebraic numbers. Let a be an algebraic
number with 2. Roth’s well known theorem states that for every
s &#x3E; 0 there exists a positive constant qo = such that

for all integers p and q with q &#x3E; qo . However, y Roth’s theorem is not effec-
tive, in the sense that it does not furnish a method to calculate qo(a, 8).
Weaker results of the following kind:

for

where r = deg a, were previously obtained by Liouville (2(r) = r), by Thue
(2(r) = r/2 + 1), by Siegel (2(r) = min (rl(s + 1) + s)), and by Dyson andN )I
Gelfond (2(r) == V2r) independently. All the above results, except Liou-
ville’s elementary exponent 2(r) = r, are equally ineffective.

The problem of finding effective lower bounds for improving
on Liouville’s theorem, has been the object of deep work by Baker, Feldman,
Bombieri, G. V. Chudnovsky and others, but so far only partial results
have been obtained. We refer to the recent papers [1] and [2] for a thorough
discussion of these results, and of the different techniques employed in this
context.

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 12 Giugno 1984.
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1.2. In the approaches of Thue, Siegel, Dyson and Gelfond one con-
siders two approximations pijqi and to oe, and an auxiliary polynomial

x2) with integral coefficients vanishing to a high order at and

to a low order at P2/ q2). Later Roth succeeded in extending a similar
construction to the case of several variables, which enabled him to prove
the theorem mentioned above.

Unlike Siegel’s and Roth’s approaches, where one needs rational approxi-
mations plq to a with q large compared with the height of oc, Dyson’s
method [4] is essentially free from considerations of heights, as Bombieri
has remarked in [1]. Dyson’s construction of the auxiliary polynomial is

based on a lemma, which relates the vanishing of some derivatives of a
polynomial in two variables at certain points with the degrees of the poly-
nomial itself.

By improving the Thue-Siegel method, Bombieri [1] gets effective expo-
nents of Thue-Siegel’s type for all generators of some number fields. A

crucial point in Bombieri’s method is the use of a refined form of Dyson’s
lemma, which we now describe.

1.3. We follow here Bombieri’s notation. Let P(xl, x2) be a polynomial
with complex coefficients, .P not identically zero. Let

and let be m admissible points, i.e. such that

and for

For real let

for all (il, i2) satisfying

Further, define
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Then we have the following

DysoN’s LEMMA. If P(x,, x2) is a non-identically vanishing polynomial
with complex coefficients satisfying (1)-(4), then

where 99 is defined by (5).

This is Bombieri’s version of Dyson’s lemma ([l], Theorem 1). The

meaning of the lemma is the following. Since the number of (i1, i2 ) satis-

fying

is asymptotic to cp(t)d1d2 when d1, d2 ~- 00, (3) can be viewed as a system
of approximately homogeneous linear equations in the coefficients

of P. Thus we have approximately equations in

unknowns. Since P is not identically zero, it is natural

to expect, under suitable conditions, that

will not be too large.

1.4. Dyson’s and Bombieri’s proofs of the above lemma are based upon
the theory of generalized Wronskians. The main purpose of the present
paper is to give a new and more intrinsic approach to the lemma, by
applying the theory of singular points for plane algebraic curves instead
of the theory of Wronskian determinants. We shall obtain an improved
form of Dyson’s lemma (see our Main Theorem below). Our method will

show that the structure of the inequalities obtained depends on the fac-
torization of P(x1, x2), so that any information about the latter would imply
sharper forms of the remainder term. Moreover, the admissibility condi-
tion (2) for the points ~1’ ..., $,n is shown to be unnecessary if the curve

x2) = 0 has no components x1 = constant nor x2 = constant. Con-

dition (2) can also be replaced by a natural upper bound for tl, ..., tm.
As an application, we shall prove in Section VI some results on effec-

tive measures of irrationality for algebraic numbers, following the approach
of [1] and [2].
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We also mention that in a recent paper [6], Esnault and Viehweg have
obtained an important generalization of Dyson’s inequality (6) to the case
of a polynomial P(x1, ..., xn) in several variables. Their method, again
stemming from algebraic geometry, y is based on the classification theory of
higher dimensional varieties.

1.5. We now give a precise statement of our main results. For con-

venience we slightly change our notation. Again be a poly-
nomial, not identically vanishing, with

Let be m distinct points such that

for all i2 ) satisfying

where are real numbers. Since, up to factorials, y

is the coefficient of in the Taylor expansion of P, and since
P is not identically zero, there exists some (iI, i2) for which and

This shows that (8)-(9) implies

We define, for

and note that if
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then

We also note that where T is defined by (5) with

Thus, with the present notation, Dyson’s inequality (6) states
that if ~1’ ..., ~m are admissible, then

We need not assume that ~1’ ... , ~~n are admissible: we denote by m2 the
number of distinct values in the set by ml the number
of distinct values in the set and we let

For each h = 1, ..., m, we denote by eh the number of h’, 1  h’  m, such
that ~h~2 = ~~2 (including h’ = h) ; similarly, we denote by orh the number

of h’ such that $,,, - Thus we have eh = (fh = 1 (h = 1, ..., m) if and

only if ~1’ ..., ~m are admissible.

Further, let

be all the irreducible factors of P satisfying

with Pk/Pkl not constant for k -~ 1~’, and let ek denote the exponent of Pk
in the canonical factorization of P. We define

so that the curve Q = 0 is P = 0 deprived of the lines parallel to the
axes. Let

and

We shall prove the following

MMN THEOREM. With the above notation, if does not vanish
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identically and satisfies (7), (8) and (9), then

provided at least one of the following additional assumptions holds :

are admissible ;

Since Q divides P and degx 1, we have

so that (14) is sharper than (13).

1.6. We shall assume the above conditions (A), (B) or (C) in The-

orems 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Algebraic geometry is employed in the proof
of Theorem 1. Theorems 2 and 3 will be proved by combining Theorem 1
with some estimates involving the lines parallel to the axes occurring as
components of the curve x2 ) = 0. Such lines affect only the main
term in (14), the remainder term arising from x2 ) only.

We point out that the remainder term in (14) is essentially the best
possible if ml and m2 are approximately equal. We shall obtain other forms
of the remainder term (see (28) and (29)), y which may be more convenient
if m1 and m2 are not of the same size.

We also remark that both (B) and (C) are redundant, in the sense that
if for a given h* the line x2 = (resp. xl = $h-1) is not a component of
the curve P = 0, no assumption involving Ph- (resp. ah.) is required. How-
ever, in the applications to Diophantine approximation no information on
the factorization of Z’ is a priori available; thus the above formulations
of (B) and (C) are most appropriate in practice.

1.7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. I am pleased to thank F. Catanese and

H. Knorrer for their suggestions about the local analysis of a singular
point. In particular, I am indebted to Catanese for the important remark
that some inequalities involving local quantities associated with a singular
point are best understood through the Milnor number of the singularity,
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as well as for an earlier proof of Lemma 1. The present proof of Lemma 1
is due to Knorrer.

I am also indebted to E. Bombieri for very helpful conversations about
the significance of Dyson’s lemma in Diophantine approximation, and for
suggesting the applications given in Section VI.

The main part of this paper was written during the academic year 1980-81,
when I was a member of the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton.
I wish to acknowledge the hospitality and support of the IAS during that
period.

II. - Lemmas on singular points.

11.1. As we have already remarked, (8)-(9) is a vanishing condition for
certain Taylor coefficients of P at ~~ , and therefore means that the Newton
polygon of the algebraic curve x2) = 0 at the singular point ~h lies

on or above the line I- i2/Â2 == t", in the (il, i2)-plane. We require two
lemmas relating the Newton polygons to the local behaviour of curves at
singular points.

LEMMA 1. Let P(x, y) and y) polynomials
with complex coefficients such that the curves P = 0 and Q = 0 have no com-
mon components through the origin. Let

all (i, j) sat,isfying

for all (i, j) satisfying

for positive a, {3, ex’, {3’ (not necessarily integers) such that Then the

intersection multiplicity of P = 0 and Q == 0 at the origin is at least (X,(3’ == 

PROOF. We denote by 1-’, resp. r’y the curves given by P = 0 and Q = 0,
by their intersection multiplicity at the origin, and by vo and v§
the multiplicities of the origin as a singular point of rand r’ respectively.
If for some (i, j) such that a2~ = 0 we introduce a small non-zero coefn-

cient in the equation of r, we change T into a curve 9 by a small perturba-
tion. If we change 1~’ into 7" similarly, it is well known that

provided the perturbations are small enough. Hence we may assume
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~: 0 for all (i, j) on or just above the line + jj@ == 1, and similarly
for bij.

We assume e.g. lX:2 /3, whence lX’ ~ {3’, and denote by B and B’ the least
integers &#x3E; ~ and (3’ respectively. Clearly vo = = B’. Since vo(h, T’ )

= BB’, the lemma is true or a’  B’ ; we therefore assume
a &#x3E; B and a’ &#x3E; B’. We now blow up the origin in C2. Since, by our assump-
tions, the line x = 0 is not tangent to r at the origin, the equation of the
proper transform r1 of r can be obtained by substituting xy for y in the
equation of .1~ and then removing the highest common power of x. Thus,
if we write the equation of Ti we have Cij = 

hence cii = 0 for all (i, j) satisfying i/a1  1, where

Similarly, y the coefficients in the equation of the proper transform 7~ 
I 

of h’

vanish for + 1, where

From we obtain

As a simple consequence of a theorem of Max Noether (see [3], p. 690,
Satz 13) we have

Note that

If we assume the lemma to be true for and r¡, I we have
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whence

Thus if the lemma is true for Ti and r¡, it is also true for rand 7~. We
iterate this process. Since

after steps we interchange x and y. Also

hence the lemma follows easily by induction. Q.E.D.

We now introduce the Milnor number of a curve at a singular point.
If n is a point on the curve y ) = 0, and if P = 0 has no multiple
components through a, the Milnor number p,., can be defined as the inter-
section multiplicity of 0 and 8Pj8y = 0 at a (see [8], § 7).

LEMMA 2. Let . be an algebraic curve with no 
tiple components through the origin; let

for all (i, j) satisfying

for real n2cmbers a, f3 &#x3E; 1. Then the Milnor number ,uo of P = 0 at the origin
satisfies

PROOF. If we write 8P/ax as it is obvious that bij = 0 for

similarly the coefficients of aP/ay vanish for
By Lemma 1, the intersection multiplicity

of and at the origin is at least
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It is interesting to remark that Lemma 2 is a special case of a difficult
theorem of Kouchnirenko [7]. We also note that, as is clear by simple
examples or by referring to Kouchnirenko’s theorem, the inequalities ex-
pressed by Lemmas 1 and 2 are the best possible.

IL2. We shall use here some elementary Puiseux expansion arguments.
We refer to [5] for details. Let n be a point on the algebraic curve 1~, and
let r be a branch of r at ~c. If we take n as the origin and the tangent to r
as the 0, then r has a parametrization:

where v and c are positive integers. v is called the order and c the class of
the branch r. It is easily seen that the branch r’ corresponding to r in the
dual curve has order c and class v. Also, v + c is clearly the intersection
multiplicity of r with its tangent. Since v -f- c is self-dual, it also represents
the intersection multiplicity of the dual branch r’ with its tangent.

Given a line 1 through ~c, we introduce a number cn(l), which we define
to be the sum of the classes of those branches of T that have tangent I at ~c.

LEMMA 3. Let hacve no multiple components through 7t. Let Vn be the

multiplicity of n on r, let 1) denote the intersection multiplicity of -P

with a line 1 at n, and let be defined as above. Then

PROOF. Let r be a branch of T at ~c, with order v and class c. If r has

tangent 1, the intersection multiplicity 1) is v + c, as we have already
remarked. Otherwise we have 1) == v. Summing over all the branches r,
the lemma follows. Q.E.D.

We now define the local class cn of T at ~c. Let the curve r’ and the

line ~’ correspond to 1~ and by duality. If ri, ..., r~ are the branches
of 1~ at n, denote by r’ ji ..., r~ the corresponding branches of T’. Then

c?r is the sum of the intersection multiplicities of n’ with r~ , ..., Since

~’ is tangent to r’ "~ ~~ by a remark above we have

where vi is the order and c, is the class of the branch ri.
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LEMMA 4. With the above notation we have

where pn is the Milnor number.

PROOF. As usual, to each singular point 7 of T we associate a positive
integer 3n which represents the number of double points of 7" concentrated
at n in the genus formula (see [8], p. 85). By a theorem of Milnor ([8],
Theorem 10.5) we have

where OJ is the number of branches of .~~ at n. Since each branch ri i has
class 1, we have

Moreover

whence

II.3. In the proof of Theorem 1, the local analysis of the singularities
will be carried out using the above Lemmas 1-4. For the global control of
the singularities we shall use a suitable version of Pliieker’s first formula,
which for convenience we state as a lemma. As usual, if y) = 0 is

an algebraic curve, we call deg .P the order of the curve. The class of the

curve is the order of the dual curve.

LEMMA 5 (Pliieker’s first Let r be an algebraic curve with no
multiple components, with order D and class C. For each singular point n,
let be the Milnor number and v,, the multiplicity of n on F. Then

where the sum runs over all the singular points of r in the projective plane.

PROOF. First assume r irreducible. Let 3n be as in the proof of Lem-
ma 4, and let ccy denote the number of branches of r at ~. If g is the genus
of 1~, we have
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and

([5], p. 421), y the latter equation being Plfcker’s first formula for arbitrary
singularities. Eliminating g we obtain

It is easy to see that this formula holds even if h is reducible but has no

multiple components (by induction on the irreducible components of T).
Since, by Milnor’s theorem, f-ln = 23n - wn + 1, we have

and the lemma follows. Q.E.D.
I

III. - The case P = Q.

III.1. We return to the notation and assumptions of Section 1.5. P(x1, x2)
is a polynomial with complex coefficients, not identically vanishing, such
that

and satisfying condition (8)-(9) at distinct points

The coordinates ~~1 are not necessarily distinct: we denote by

the distinct values in the set ~~~~~. Similarly, y we denote by

the distinct values in the set 

We assume here P = Q, i.e. that among the components of the curve
P = 0 there are no lines parallel to the axes. Thus, if
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denotes the factorization of P into powers of distinct irreducible factors, y
and

we have

Also

For any h and k, we denote by the greatest number such that

for all (i,, i2 ) satisfying

(17)

It follows that

For if is a polynomial such that a., = 0 for all

(p, q) satisfying and 0 for some (p, q) satisfying
and similarly is such that brs = 0 for all

and for some then the product
is such that

for all , and 0 for some as is

clear e.g. by considering the vector sum with the

largest p and r for which and

This proves (18).
By (16)-(17), the intersection multiplicity of the line x2 = ~~2 with

P, - 0 at ~h is at least the total number of intersections at

finite distance of any line x2 = constant with Pk = 0 does not exceed 3[~~.
Hence, for any k = 1, ..., n and q = 1, ..., m1, we have
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In particular, for any h and k we get

and similarly °

Thus, defining

we have

We note that

whence, by (18) and (21),

Therefore, for the function f defined by (10) we have here

From (19) we obtain

(23)

Similarly

(24)

Denoting

we have, by (20),

Applying the above intersection argument to the curve P = 0, or using
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(15), (18), (23) and (24) together, we see that

111.2. We can now prove our first theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let satisfy (8)- (9) at distinct points

Let be irreducible, P kiP k’ not constant
for and

Let

and

where m1 is the number of distinct ~h2 and m2 is the number of distinct ~hl. -
Further, let

Then

REMARK 1. The remainder term in (27) arises from the upper bound (25).
Using either (23) or (24) in place of (25), it will be clear that the remainder
term in (27) can also be replaced by any one of the following four quan-
tities :
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and therefore by

REMARK 2. In the special case when the curve P = 0 has no multiple
components (e = 1), we shall prove an inequality somewhat stronger than
all the above, namely

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We first assume e = 1, i.e. that P = 0 has no

multiple components. By condition (8)-(9), we may clearly assume

Hence, for the Milnor number It,, of P = 0 we have by Lemma 2

We denote by 1, the line x2 = ~"’2. By (8)-(9), the intersection multiplicity
of 1, with P = 0 at ~~ is at least Hence Lemma 3 yields

On introducing homogeneous coordinates (xo, Xl’ X2), it is easy to see that

the points (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1) at infinity are on P = 0 with multiplic-
ities

where D = deg P. Thus, if 31  D, for the Milnor number and the local
class at (0, 1, 0) we have, by Lemma 4,

whence
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If 6,  D, again by Lemma 2 we have

whence

For any point p in the projective plane such that no line containing p is
a component of the curve P = 0, the class C of the curve is given by the
number of intersections of the dual curve with the line corresponding to p
by duality. Choosing p = (0, 1, 0) we obtain

Then Lemma 5 yields

By (31), (32), (34) and (35) we have

It follows that

Since the right side is maximal for D = ð1 + ~2 , we get

Hence
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Combining (26) and (36) we have

On interchanging the variables ~3 throughout, we obtain a similar in-
equality with 01, a2 ; ~,, Â2 and nli, m2 interchanged. This proves (30).

We now turn to the general case. Let

For the curves Pk --= 0 and = 0 have D~k~.D~k~~ intersections,
of which at least

are at infinity, by (33). Hence the number of intersections at finite distance
does not exceed

(note that the left side is maximal for

Moreover, by (16)-(17) and Lemma 1, the intersections are at least

It follows that

Also, for any k we have, by (36),

Hence, by (15) and (18),
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From (20) and (25) we obtain

Therefore, by (22),

This gives

A similar inequality holds with 01’ O2 and Å2 interchanged. This

proves (27). Q.E,D. 
’

IV. - The admissible case.

IV.1. LEMMA 6. Let aI, ..., am; b1, ..., bm be non-negative real 
acnd let

Then

PROOF. If then

whence
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Otherwise at least one of the numbers say U1, is positive. Then

hence for i == 2, ..., m we have

Therefore V, = ... = Ym = 0. Similarly, y if we assume V1 &#x3E; 0 we get
U2 = ... = Um = 0. In this case we have

whence

It follows that

It remains to consider the case ~==~=...==~=0. We now define,

We have, for each i,

If there exists j 0 i such that then

Otherwise for we have b~ = b~ ; this, together with 7~=0,
yields again
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Hence

This implies

Also

whence

We illustrate the geometrical meaning of Lemma 6. If the curve P = 0

consists only of lines parallel to the axes, each of them containing just one

of the points ~1’ ..., ~m , we may write

where the multiplicities are non-negative integers. Denoting here

dj = degx P, we have

and clearly

Therefore, by (10) and (12),
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where

From Lemma 6 with we obtain

Hence

i.e. Dyson’s inequality with no remainder term.

IV.2. We can now deal with case (13) of the Main Theorem. More

precisely, under the assumptions of Section 1.5, we now let

Here are the distinct are the distinct

are non-negative integers; each of the lines

with and contains at most one of the

points ~~, and the curve Q = 0 is free from lines parallel to the axes.
We recall that

and that P satisfies condition (8)-(9).
For each h = 1, ..., m, let p(h) and q(h) be defined by

and let
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so that are the multiplicities in P = 0 of the lines parallel to the
axes containing ~h. Hence we may clearly assume

Let

whence, by the argument given in the proof of (18),

for all i2 ) satisfying

We define the remainder term by

Thus, by Theorem 1,

where e is the largest exponent in the factorization of Q.
BQ(g; r; X) can also be bounded from above by any one of the quan-

tities (28) or (29).
We have

and, by (22),
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We define here

Then, by Lemma 6,

IV.3. THEOREM 2. Let P(x,, x,) be as in Section IV.2. In particular,
P is given by (37), where each of the lines Xl = with e p &#x3E; 0 and X2 = x2a&#x3E;

&#x3E; 0 contains at most one o f the points ~h. T hen

PROOF. Let

whence, by (11) and (12),

Since

we have

where Ux, Vll, are defined by (42).
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If = 0 then, by (40) and (41),

whence Un = 0. If U,, &#x3E; 0, uh &#x3E; 0, then

where, again by (40),

If 0, Uk = 0, then

It follows that

Therefore

whence

because Similarly

where

Then (38), (43) and (44) yield

This, together with (39), proves Theorem 2. Q.E.D.
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V. - An upper bound for t1, ..., tm.

V.I. We complete the proof of the Main Theorem. Here we follow

closely the notation of Section IV.2. However, the assumption of Sec-
tion IV.2 that each component of the curve P = 0 parallel to an axis con-
tains at most one of ~,, ..., will be replaced here by an upper bound
for t1, ... , tm.

Under the assumptions of Section 1.5 we let again

where x(l), 1 ... , (m ) are the distinct t x21&#x3E;, I ... are the distinct t 

I m2  M2; £p, rJa are non-negative integers, and the curve Q = 0
is free from lines parallel to the axes.

.Also, P satisfies (8)-(9), and are as in Section IV.2. Of

course, since each line may now contain several points ~h , the inequal-
ities (40) no longer hold.

We recall that for ..., (resp. ah) denotes the number

of h’ such that Thus, in place of (40), we now
have

Here we define -r7, to be the greatest number such that

for all (i1. i2) satisfying

Hence, by (18), y

. Again we define by (38), so that (39) holds.

V.2. THEOREM 3. Let .P (x1, x2 ) be as in Section V.1, and let
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and

(48)

Then

PROOF. By (46), (47) and (48) we have

Therefore

Applying the intersection argument given in the proof of (19) to the curve

Q = 0, we obtain

whence

Similarly

Hence, by (38), (45) and (49),

By (39), this proves Theorem 3, and therefore completes the proof of the
Main Theorem. Q.E.D.
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VI. - Elective measures of irrationality.

VI.1. Let k c .g be number fields with [.K :1~] &#x3E; 2. Bombieri’s papers [1]
and [2] deal with the problem of approximating effectively some a E .~1~
by numbers However, owing to the admissibility condition for

$i, ~... 7 $, in Dyson’s lemma, several results in [1 j and [2] are subject to
the restriction that a be a generator of K over k. Here we show that this

restriction can be dispensed with by means of condition ( C) of our Main
Theorem (see also [2], p. 196). We are now interested in applying (C)
rather than using the improved form of the remainder term in (14).

Let k c K satisfy [.K :1~] = r &#x3E; 2 ; let and with ai
of degree r over k.

We first improve upon Lemma 1 of [2], by showing that for the con-
clusion of that lemma, the assumption that a2 be of degree r over k is unnecess-
ary. To this purpose, however, the condition t  min (0, 0-1) in Lemma 1
of [2] must be suitably altered.

Let oc, 0 k, and let s be the degree of a2 over k. Moreover, let t, 8, ~
and z be given, with

and

LEMMA 7. Let a1, ~2 , t, 8, ~ and í be as above. Let P E k[ Xl’ x2]
be ac polynomial not identically vanishing, such that

with d2  If

for all i2 ) satisfying

then there exists such that
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and

PROOF. Let (L%hl ah2), h = 1, ..., r, be the conjugates of a2) over k.
Since a2 has degree s over k, we may assume

if and only if h = h’ mod s , y

whereas ..., arx are all distinct. Clearly

for and If we had

for all ve should obtain

by ( C) of the Main Theorem with

Therefore

which contradicts (50). Q.E.D.

Lemma 1 of [2] is the special case s = r of our Lemma 7.
. ’ 

=r . , . y. _ ....... _ , 
VI.2. We follow here the notation and terminology of [2]. We refer

to [2], p. 177, for the definition of the absolute values where v is a

place of k, and for the height of a number E k. Also, p is an effective
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measure of irrationality for a number a E over k with respect to v,
if for every 8 &#x3E; 0 we can effectively find c(a, 8) &#x3E; 0 such that

for all (3 E k.
Elk; v) is the infimum of all such effective fl, and

THEOREM 4. Let k c K be number fields with [K:k] = r &#x3E; 2, and let

a., E K be of degree r over k. Let t satisfy

If there exist fl E k and 0 &#x3E; 0 such that

where C1 = C1(t, 0; (Xl) is -suitably defined, then

for all a2 E and therefore

We only sketch the proof of Theorem 4, since the arguments are similar
to the proof of Theorem 2 of [2]. Also, the exact definition of Cl(t, 8 ; a,)
can be found in [2].

We can find an interval

such that (51) holds with -N/2 - rt2 replaced by -r. We cannot have 0  t,
since this would contradict the Liouville bound
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If where s is the degree of a2 over k, then

and (52) is a trivial consequence of the Liouville bound

Hence we may assume

Then Theorem 4 is proved by combining the Thue-Siegel principle of [2]
with our Lemma 7, following the arguments given in the proof of The-
orem 2 of [2].

The upper bound for v) given by Theorem 4 can be used to
extend to all a E the results proved in [1] and [2] for the generators
of Kover k.
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